ARE YOU...

...MEET AESIS!

...looking for a responsible position in
organising international activities to connect
Science with Society?

The Network for Advancing and Evaluating the
Societal Impact of Science, a young,
international network, managed by
ScienceWorks.

...available from January/February for at least 5
months?

We bring together stakeholders in academia,
government, industry and society to exchange
best-practices for measuring, evaluating and
stimulating societal impact.

...in your master phase or a starter looking for
working experience?

The AESIS team is looking for a new colleague to fill the intern-position:

Project Manager “Impact of Science”

We are looking for someone who:

Responsibilities:












Likes to engage in challenges and is motivated;
Has demonstratable organisational experience;
Enjoys organizing and networking;
Has excellent command of the English and Dutch
language, both in writing and speech;
Can communicate clearly and effictively both in
writing and speech;
Is flexible and doesn’t have a 9 to 5 job attitude;
Likes to work in an international and commercial
environment.







Organisation of an international Training Course in
Rome for policy makers and science funders;
Organisation of our annual international conference
“Impact of Science” in Ottawa.
Preparations for the international conference on
Social Sciences and Humanities in Copenhagen;
Maintaining day-to-day activities for the network:
updating the website, writing articles for our
newsletters and updating social media;
Assisting in extending the AESIS Network
membership by initiating partnerships and
developing new activities.

We offer:

Interested?



Want to work within a small but dynamic organisation in
an office in the heart of The Hague?





The possibility to develop and organize international
activities for a young network around the theme of
societal impact of science;
Contact with international key experts and
stakeholders on science funding, science policy and
research management, and the possibility to take a
visible network position for yourself;
A position with much responsibility in a small,
informal and dynamic organisation with many
learning opportunities.

Contact Eline Kemperman, office manager at AESIS, via
e.kemperman@aesisnet.com or +31 (0)70 346 25 05.
This vacancy will close once the most appropriate
candidate is found.
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